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LEARNING AND INFERENCE ALGORITHMS FOR PARTIALLY OBSERVED STRUCTURED SWITCHING VECTOR AUTOREGRESSIVE MODELS Balakrishnan Varadarajan and Sanjeev Khudanpur Department of Electrical & Computer Engineering and Center for Language and Speech Processing The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD, U.S.A. e-mail : {bvarada2,khudanpur}@jhu.edu ABSTRACT We present learning and inference algorithms for a versatile class of partially observed vector autoregressive (VAR) models for multivariate time-series data. VAR models can capture wide variety of temporal dynamics in a continuous multidimensional signal. Given a sequence of observations to be modeled by a VAR model, it is possible to estimate its parameters in closed form by solving a least squares problem. For high dimensional observations, the state space representation of a linear system is often invoked. One advantage of doing so is that we model the dynamics of a low dimensional hidden state instead of the observations, which results in robust estimation of the dynamical system parameters. The commonly used approach is to project the high dimensional observation to the low dimensional state space using a KL transform. In this article, we propose a novel approach to automatically discover the low dimensional dynamics in a switching VAR model by imposing discriminative structure on the model parameters. We demonstrate its efficacy via significant improvements in gesture recognition accuracy over a standard hidden Markov model, which does not take the state-conditional dynamics of the observations into account, on a bench-top suturing task. 1. LINEAR DYNAMICAL SYSTEM MODELS OF DATA A (linear) Gauss-Markov process is a continuous valued process xt ∈ IRd that evolves in time t according to xt = Fxt−1 + ut , where ut is Gaussian white noise with covariance Σu . A linear dynamical system (LDS) is a partially observed Gauss-Markov process ot = Hxt + vt ,



(1)



where vt is an observation noise process. Popular methods for segmenting temporal signals, such as dynamic textures and temporal texture modeling [3, 12] use these models; they set {xt } to be the top few dimensions from the principal components analysis of the observation {ot }. The parameters F and the noise covariance Σu are then estimated using standard EM techniques [2] via the Rauch-Tung-Streibel smoother [9]. When the parameters F and H of a LDS depend on a discrete “state” s that also varies with time, we get a switching LDS, abbreviated S-LDS. Learning and inference algorithms for S-LDSs have also been well studied [8, 5, 11]. Vector autoregressive models [1] may be viewed as a generalization to Gauss-Markov processes; they capture the dynamics of This research was partially supported by National Science Foundation Grants No 0941362 (OIA/CDI) and 0931805 (CNS/CPS). ¯



xt using additional past samples. A stationary vector autoregressive model of order p or VAR(p) for a d-dimensional time-series {x1 , . . . , xN } is given by xt = c +



p X



Fτ xt−τ + ut ,



(2)



τ =1



where ut ∼ N (0, Σu ), {F1 , . . . , Fp } is a sequence of d × d prediction matrices and c is a constant d-dimensional offset. We write (2) compactly as xt = Πyt + ut , where h iT yt = 1, xTt−1 , . . . , xTt−p and Π = [c, F1 , . . . , Fp ] . (3) A VAR(p) model is therefore parameterized by Θ = (Π, Σu ). Analogous to an S-LDS, when the parameters of the VAR(p) model are time-varying, we get a S-VAR(p) model, governed by time varying parameters Θst = (Πst , Σsut ) where st is a discretevalued state variable. Structured switching VAR(p) models, abbreviated SS-VAR(p), are obtained by imposing specific structure on the parameters Θs . In this paper, we study a special class of SS-VAR(p) models in which specific sub-matrices of Πs and Σsu are dependent on s, while others are time-invariant. This efficiently captures state-dependent dynamics superimposed on some global dynamics of the signal. In applications where one wishes to isolate the truly statedependent dynamics, one may view the state-independent parts of Θs as nuisance parameters. Modeling such global dynamics explicitly separates the influence of the (latent) state from other factors, and results in robust estimation of model parameters. Finally, partially observed SS-VAR(p) processes ot given by (1), with the process xt satisfying (2), are the focus of this paper. 1.1. Contributions By introducing a special class of SS-VAR(p) models, this paper makes two key contributions. • We show that our partially observed SS-VAR(p) model unifies VAR(p) and SS-VAR(p) models with the standard hidden Markov model (HMM) with HLDA [6, 4]. • We present learning and inference algorithms for this class of models, and show that they can be implemented by elegant modifications to the standard HMM framework. Section 2 begins with maximum likelihood estimates for VAR(p) and S-VAR(p) models. Section 3 introduces our structured SVAR(p) models; Section 3.1 shows how the maximum likelihood estimates extend to partially observed SS-VAR(p) models. Section 4 provides empirical results for a surgical gesture recognition task.



2. ML ESTIMATION FOR SWITCHING VAR(P ) MODELS Using the definition of yt and Π in (3), the joint likelihood of (xt , yt ) under the VAR(p) model of (2) is f (xt , yt ; Θ) = N (xt − Πyt ; 0, Σu ) .



(4)



The maximum likelihood (ML) estimates of Π and Σu after based on a sequence1 D = {x1 , . . . , xN } may therefore be written in PN T terms of the empirical correlation matrix Sxx = N1 t=1 xt xt , P P N N T T 1 Syy = N1 t=1 yt yt and Sxy = N t=1 xt yt , as b = Sxy S−1 Π yy



T b u = Sxx − Sxy S−1 and Σ yy Sxy .



M X



wm f (xt , yt ; Πm , Σm u ),



(6)



m=1



where Θ now denotes the parameter set (w, Θ1 , . . . , ΘM ). The log-likelihood of a sequence D = {x1 , . . . , xN } now is " M # N X X m m LΘ (D) = log wm f (xt , yt ; Π , Σu ) . (7) t=1



m=1



Maximizing LΘ (D) with respect to Θ is computationally intractable. But since each f (·) has an exponential form, we may maximize it by iteratively maximizing the expected log-likelihood QΘ,Θ (D) = ˜



N X M X



h  i t,m ˜ m, Σ ˜ m , (8) γΘ log w ˜ m f xt , yt ; Π



t=1 m=1 t,m where γΘ denotes the posterior probability under Θ of (xt , yt ) being from mixture component m given the observation D. The ˜ that maximizes (8) may be written analogously to (5) in value of Θ terms of expected empirical correlation matrices of the form ! N X 1 m t,m T Sab = PN γΘ at bt , (9) t,m t=1 γΘ t=1



where a and b denote either x or y. 3. STRUCTURED SWITCHING VAR(P ) MODELS Consider, for illustration, a the switching VAR(2) model for a 4dimensional process xt = [xt (1) xt (2) xt (3) xt (4)]T given by xt (1) xt (2) xt (3) xt (4)



= = = =



µst + u(1) αst xt−1 (1) + βst xt−1 (2) + u(2) µ + u(3) αxt−2 (1) + βxt−1 (3) + u(4),



where st ∈ {1, . . . , M }, and ut is the noise process. Here, two dimensions xt (1) and xt (3) do not depend on the previous observations xt−1 and xt−2 ; we will refer to such dimensions as the stationary subvector of xt . By contrast, dimensions such as xt (2) and xt (4) are the dynamical subvector of xt . Note further that the dynamics of the subvector [xt (1) xt (2)] is state-dependent, 1 Note



that the sequence {yt } is derived deterministically from {xt }.



xt = Πst yt + ut ,



t = 1, . . . , N,



(10)



where yt comprises the “past” of xt as defined in (3), the Πs for s = 1, . . . , M are state-dependent matrices analogous to Π in (3) but with the following structure: iT h Πs = 0Td1 Πsd2T 0Td3 ΠTd4 .



(5)



Generalizing (4), we define the density of (x, y) as a mixture of M VAR(p) models with mixing weights w = {w1 , . . . , wM } as f (xt , yt ; Θ) =



while that of [xt (3) xt (4)] is state-independent. Assuming such structure for the evolution of x, how does one estimate the model parameters? We address this question next. More formally, we assume a switching VAR(p) model



(11)



In other words, we assume that for some known d1 , d2 , d3 and d4 with d1 + d2 + d3 + d4 = d, 1. the first d1 -dimensions of xt are quasi-stationary like an HMM, i.e. their successive samples are conditionally independent given the state sequence, and only their mean and variance depend on the state; 2. the next d2 -dimensions of xt evolve according to a switching VAR(p) system; 3. the next d3 -dimensions of xt form a state-independent (or global) i.i.d. sequence; 4. the last d4 -dimensions of xt form a time-invariant VAR(p) system (i.e. no switching). Corresponding dimensions of ut ∼ N (µst , Σsut ), the white noise process, are also assumed to be state-dependent or -independent:  s   s µd1 Σd1 ×d1 s 0   0 µs =  d2  , Σsu =  µd3 0 0d4 0



Σsd2 ×d2



0



0 0



0 0



Σd3 ×d3 0



0 0 0



  .



Σd4 ×d4 .



n o We next develop ML estimates of Θ = H, {µs , Σsu , Πs }M s=1 based on the observations ot = Hxt , t = 1, . . . , N . 3.1. ML Estimation for Structured Switching VAR(p) Models Let us assume that we have a set of labeled observations (O, S) = {ot , st }N t=1 where st ∈ {1, . . . , M }. The distribution of (ot , yt ) given the state st is then computable in terms of {H, Πst , Σsut } via (6). With the structural assumptions on Πs and Σs made above, the log-likelihood of the observed data is LΘ (O, S) =



N X



  log N ot − HΠst yt ; Hµst , HΣsut HT (12)



t=1



Define the following empirical estimates computed from (O, S). h i h i ˆ soy = E ˆ oy = E ˆ ot ytT |st = s ; S ˆ ot ytT S h i h i ˆ syy = E ˆ yy = E ˆ yt ytT |st = s ; S ˆ yt ytT S ˆ [ot |st = s] ; µ ˆ [ot ] µ ˆso = E ˆo = E T b so = S ˆ soo − µso (µso ) ; Σ bo = S ˆ oo − µo µTo Σ  −1  T b so|y = S ˆ soo − S ˆ soy S ˆ syy ˆ soy Σ S b o|y = S ˆ oo − S ˆ oy S ˆ −1 ˆT Σ yy Soy .



(13)



If H is known and invertible, then by setting H−1 = A, it is easy to obtain the following ML estimates2 of Πs , µs and Σsu :   −1 −1 b sd = Ad S ˆ soy S ˆ syy b d = Ad S ˆ oy S ˆ yy Π ; Π 4 2 4 2 ˆso µ ˆsd1 = Ad1 µ b sd ×d Σ 1



=



ˆo µ ˆd3 = Ad3 µ s T b Ad Σo Ad



b sd ×d Σ 2 2



=



b so|y ATd Ad2 Σ 2



b d ×d Σ 3 3 b Σd ×d



=



b o ATd Ad3 Σ 3 b o|y ATd . Ad4 Σ 4



1



4



4



;



=



1



1



=



4. APPLICATION TO GESTURE RECOGNITION



1 b o ATd | − 1 log |Ad Σ b o|y ATd | log |Ad3 Σ 4 3 4 2 2 M i 1 X Ns h b so ATd | + log |Ad Σ b so|y ATd | − log |Ad1 Σ 2 1 2 2 s=1 N



log |A| −



P where Ns = N t=1 1(st = s). Note that the optimization objective in heteroscedastic linear discriminant analysis (HLDA) [6] is a special case of LA above, obtained by setting d2 = d4 = 0. Similar to the HLDA case, without further assumptions, LA is a nonlinear function of A and amenable to gradient ascent techniques. In the special case of a diagonal Σsu , the ML estimates of covariance are simply the diagonal elements of the estimates in (14). Noting that |A| = |aj cTj |, where cj is the cofactor of the j-th row aj of A, and that the remaining terms in LA can be decomposed in terms of the individual rows of A, as done by Gales [4], the dependence of LA on the j-th row of A is fully captured by LjA = log |aj cTj | −



M 1 X Ns log |aj Msj aTj |, 2 s=1 N



(15)



where  s b  Σo  Σ bs Msj = b o|y  Σo   b Σo|y



if j if j if j if j



∈ [1, d1 ] ∈ [d1 + 1, d1 + d2 ] ∈ [d1 + d2 + 1, d1 + d2 + d3 ] ∈ [d1 + d2 + d3 , d].



Now (15) is easy to maximize with respect to aj . This yields the following iterative algorithm for updating A to maximize LA . 1. Execute Steps 2. & 3. for each row aj of A, j = 1, . . . , d. 2. Compute the estimates of the variances (σjs )2 as  bs T if j ∈ [1, d1 ]  aj Σo aj  a Σ b s T if j ∈ [d1 + 1, d1 + d2 ] j o|y aj s 2 (σj ) = b o aTj  if j ∈ [d1 + d2 + 1, d1 + d2 + d3 ] aj Σ   b aj Σo|y aTj if j ∈ [d1 + d2 + d3 , d]. 3. Set Gj =



PS



s −2 Msj Nj . s=1 (σj )



aj ← cj G−1 j



q



This a direct generalization of the optimization algorithm of [4]. If only unlabeled observations O are given, not (O, S), we replace the empirical estimates of (13) with their expected values, as done in (9), and iteratively maximize an auxiliary function QA,A ˜ instead of LA , analogous to maximizing (8) instead of (7). The iterative algorithm for maximizing LA described above must then be invoked inside each (outer) iteration for maximizing QA,A . ˜



(14)



To find H (or A) that maximizes LΘ (O, S), we therefore plug in the ML estimates (14) of the other parameters into (12) and obtain the following objective function to maximize: LA



4. Repeat Step 1. (updating all rows of A) until it converges.



Update the j-th row of A as



T N/cj G−1 j cj .



2 Here, A d1 denotes the sub-matrix formed by the first d1 rows of A. Similarly Ad2 , Ad3 and Ad4 denote sub-matrices formed by the next d2 , d3 and d4 rows of A respectively.



4.1. The Surgeme Recognition Experimental Setup Kinematic Data Recordings: We recorded the kinematic measurements from 2 expert, 3 intermediate and 3 novice surgeons performing a bench-top suturing task—four stitches along a line—on the teleoperated da Vinci surgical system. The average duration of a trial is 2 minutes, and the video and kinematic data are recorded at 30 frames per second. The kinematic measurements include position, velocity, etc. from both the surgeon- and patient-side manipulators for a total of 78 motion variables. We use {ot , t = 1, 2, . . . , T } to denote the sequence of kinematic measurements for a trial, with ot ∈ R78 and T ≈ 3400. A total of 40 trials were recorded, five from each of the eight surgeons. Our experimental setup is comparable to that mentioned in [13]. Manual Labeling of Surgemes: Each trial was manually segmented into semantically “atomic” gestures, based on the 11 symbol vocabulary proposed by [10]. Following their terminology, we will call each gesture a surgeme. Typical surgemes include (i) positioning the needle for insertion with the right hand, (ii) inserting the needle through the tissue till it comes out where desired, (iii) reaching for the needle-tip with the left hand, (iv) pulling the suture with the left hand, etc. The Surgeme Recognition Task: Given a partition of the 40 trials into training and test trials, the surgeme recognition task is to automatically assign to each trial in the test partition a surgeme label sequence. Performance is measured by a frame-level comparison of the actual manual annotation. 4.2. Training and Decoding Using SS-VAR(p) Models For each surgeme g, we define a five state left to right directed graph, G(g) = (V (g), E(g)) where V (g) includes a unique start state n (sn 1 (g)) and a unique end state (s2 (g)) along with three emitting states (se1 (g), se2 (g), se3 (g)). set ∈ VE where VE is a set of all emitting states. Each edge e ∈ E(g) is assigned a transition probability te . Each s ∈ VE is assigned a parameter set Θs which in our case is a mixture of Ms VAR(p) models. The values of d1 , d2 , d3 and d4 for each mixture in each state can be set by the user subject to d1 + d2 + d3 + d4 = 78. We will use the same set of four-tuple for all the mixture elements in our experiments. Parameter estimation: The training data consists of a set of 78 dimensional data sequences each of which is of the form D = {o1 , . . . , oN } along with its time-annotated surgeme label sequence G = {g1 , . . . , gM } with gt ∈ VG , the set of all surgemes. Each surgeme label is given its start (bt ) and end time (et ) such that bt = et−1 + 1 and eM = N . We will call B = {b1 , . . . , bM }. Given the sequence G, we construct a directed left to right graph G(G) by concatenating G(g1 ), . . . , G(gM ). Let F(G, B) be the set of all paths from the start node to the end node in G(G) such that it is consistent with the time-sequence B. The sequence D is converted to a data-history pair sequence {(o1 , y1 ), . . . , (oN , yN )} where yt =



5. CONCLUDING REMARKS We have proposed a novel technique for modeling the dynamics of a high dimensional sequence in a discriminative framework by imposing a suitable structure on the traditional switching VAR(p) setting. We have shown that our structured switching VAR(p) models are a natural generalization of the classical HMM-HLDA framework, as a result of which principled ML estimation techniques such as EM become available to estimate the model parameters. We have demonstrate that the structured switching VAR(p) models outperform the standard HMM-HLDA framework by a significant margin in our gesture recognition task. 6. REFERENCES [1] G. E. P. Box, G. M. Jenkins, and G. C. Reinsel. Time series analysis. Holden-day San Francisco, 1970. Fig. 1. Frame level accuracy as a function of d1 when each state in the HMM represents as a mixture of two VAR(2) models. T oTt−7 , oTt−14 . We chose to sample the seventh and the fourteenth frame in history because this roughly matches with the order of the human motor response time. Each path p ∈ F(G, B) can now be thought of a state-sequence with each emitting state (s) capable of emitting the data-history pair (ot , yt ) with a likelihood assignment depending on Θs . Standard Baum-Welch procedures may now be employed to estimate the occupancy of each state at times 1 . . . , N based on which the required sufficient statistics described in (13) can be collected. The E-step is then followed by the M-step as mentioned in (14) which results in the estimation of Σsu , Πs and µs . The transition probabilities are estimated from the occupancy count of each edge as in any standard HMM. We assume, in our experiments, that all the covariances are modeled as diagonal. As a result the iterative procedure described in Section 3.1 may be employed to estimate the transform matrix A. This procedure is iterated several times until convergence is achieved. Surgeme Recognition: The decoding graph (VD , ED ) is S GD = S S E(g) constructed as VD = g V (g) and ED = EG . Here g EG is a set of edges connecting the individual surgemes such that only a certain feasible subset of all possible surgeme sequences are allowed. Each emitting state in s ∈ VD assigns a likelihood score to the frames in the test file depending on Θs based on which the best path from the start to end vertex is constructed using the standard Viterbi algorithm. The recognition output is then compared with the actual annotation and accuracy is measured on the frame level. 



4.3. Improvements in Gesture Recognition Accuracy We partition the 40 suturing trials into a fixed set of 24 training and 16 test trials. For all our experiments d1 + d2 is fixed at 30 while d3 = 48 and d4 = 0. By choosing the number of state-dependent static variables d1 to equal 30, we get a setup that is identical to the best HMM of [13], which models the observations after undergoing a discriminative affine transform estimated using a state-level HLDA[6] matrix; the number of reduced dimensions in that case is 30. On the other hand, setting d1 to zero can be compared to the classical LPC setting that commonly used in speech [7]. We vary d1 from 0 to 30 and report gesture recognition accuracies in each setting. The accuracy is plotted as a function of d1 in Figure 1.
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